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I. Introduction
Bryan Port, an staff officer at the Pentagon for the Deputy Chief of Staff Intelligence (G2) holds
Masters Degree in Security Studies from Georgetown University and has spent six years in Korea
working in various capacities for the US Government, writes, "The recent nuclear tests serve to
highlight the importance of the succession issue to the US and the DPRK's neighbors. While external
reasoning may have lead KCI to test a nuclear device, it is more likely that internal considerations
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are driving decisions not only on WMD development, but also on the issue of leadership succession
in the DPRK."
The views expressed in this report are those of the author and do not reflect the position of the U.S.
Government.
The views expressed in this article are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the official
policy or position of the Nautilus Institute. Readers should note that Nautilus seeks a diversity of
views and opinions on contentious topics in order to identify common ground.
II. Article by Bryan Port
- Succession - A Dictator's Dilemma
by Bryan Port
North Korea's recent nuclear test clearly demonstrates that the Korean peninsula is the crux of
Asian Security. The Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK), North Korea's official name,
poses a range of challenges. Though the nuclear challenge appears to be the most extreme and
urgent, developments in the DPRK could lead to violent conventional military spasms or
humanitarian disaster, each with consequences as grave as those posed by DPRK weapons of mass
destruction (WMD). Regardless of the challenges, Korea's future has significant ramifications for the
balance of power in East Asia and by extension on American security and prosperity. One day, DPRK
leader Kim Chong-il will pass the keys to the kingdom and the nuclear launch codes to a successor.
Kim's choice and how he goes about the succession process will impact East Asia for decades and
consequently requires significant consideration in US strategic planning.
Effective foreign policy requires an in depth understanding of the historical, social, and cultural
context of other nations, their leaders, and their people. Though the DPRK is opaque, much is known
about its history and even its people. From what we know we can develop significant insight.
However, the balance of what we don't know requires that we conduct considerable alternative
analysis to define a range of possibilities to facilitate effective planning and policy development.
Alternative analysis is imperative regarding the succession issue. Though it is nearly impossible to
confidently predict who Kim will choose to succeed him, much less the successor's prospects,
analysts can define a range of plausible scenarios which can play a positive role in strategic
planning, and leave the US a fighting chance of avoiding strategic surprise.
DPRK CONTEXT. Before analyzing scenarios for DPRK leadership succession, one must first
consider the context and circumstances of the DPRK. The dearth of information available on the
DPRK and its leaders can lead analysts to over emphasize a given aspect of the DPRK and through
this narrow prism turn the DPRK into a caricature. We commonly see this in how the media and
others portray Kim Chong-il. Analysts are also at risk of mirror imaging or applying one's own
cultural and historical frames of reference to the DPRK.
The DPRK is a deeply stratified society. An individual's place in DPRK society is based largely on
one's family history (Songbun) and political reliability. Those with blood connections to Kim Il-sung
or those who fought with Kim Il-sung against the Japanese (partisans), and their offspring, comprise
the majority of the DPRK's elites. It is rare for someone without this background to ascend to elite
status in the DPRK. Some may gain a certain level of stability, power, or privilege, for example
members of the military or scientists, however without the right bloodlines they will not climb to the
pinnacle of power in the DPRK.
Despite its societal stratification, there is a shared societal and historical perspective that must be
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taken into account when thinking about North Korea or North Koreans. Understanding what the
DPRK is, or understanding its leaders, requires placing oneself in the historical mindset of a North
Korean. The DPRK is the most Orwellian society the world has ever known. The DPRK is not a
communist nation; certainly not in the sense of Marx or the perversion of Marx that was the Soviet
Union. North Korea has never known a pluralistic political system, much less democracy.
For nearly its entire history Korea has been a feudalistic society, constantly on the edge of survival
at both the societal and individual level. Korea has been under constant threat of invasion. Koreans
have struggled merely to subsist, with bouts of hunger or famine a common occurrence. Even in
South Korea, stability, to say nothing of prosperity, is a recent development. It is only in the last 20
to 30 years that South Korea moved beyond its history.
Even for the most elderly of today's North Koreans, the historical context is Japanese colonization,
Korean War, emerging totalitarian state under Kim Il-sung, relative stability, Kim Chong-il's
accession to power, famine, and economic depression. North Koreans lack outside information and
thus lack the basis for comparative thought about their society. Of course, comparative thought
about politics presumes the freedom, sustenance, energy and time required to engage in political
thought or activity. Only the elite in the DPRK are positioned to have the luxury of political thought,
and they are the stakeholders in the current system.
Though it is difficult to understand from an American perspective, many in the DPRK, including its
leaders, do genuinely fear the United States and for that matter other foreign powers including
Japan and perhaps even China. This is based on Korea's history of being subject to multiple foreign
conquests and leads to the desire for self-sufficiency. Kim Il-sung very effectively manipulated this
historical perspective and Kim Chong-il continues to do so.
DPRK CIRCUMSTANCES. The DPRK is in dire straights. A crumbling infrastructure, local ad hoc
solutions to problems and corruption are the common denominators of government, economy, and
society. Resources, privileges and even security are obtained through barter or by outright buying
the services of a corrupt official. Almost everyone is corrupt from the lowest private in the Army to
the senior members of the Korean Workers Party.
The DPRK remains a pervasive police state with a population that lacks even the most rudimentary
elements of a functioning civil society. Though corrupt, the security services are powerful. While
individuals within the security services are "for hire," when the regime is threatened the security
services can mobilize quickly and effectively against individual or group opposition, real or
perceived.
Still, KCI cannot take for granted the continued effectiveness or loyalty of the security services.
Although Kim has multiple security services to perform checks and balances, eventually the
deterioration of ideological integrity, to say nothing of ruinous state of physical infrastructure and
corruption, are emboldening entrepreneurial security personnel. More mischief is possible, and
emboldened individuals are more likely to seek out other like-minded individuals, at first for profit,
and then perhaps for power.
At this point it appears that members of the security services are happy to simply use and abuse
their positions to survive, or in the case of senior members enrich themselves. However, the security
services as a whole, and their individual members, will face tough questions about their futures
deriving from succession. Some may still consider a successor in ideological terms. Is the successor
worthy? Pure enough? Others may consider the successor in terms of their position in the security
services and the maintenance of their privileged positions in society. Is the successor capable
enough? Will they be demoted or purged? How the security services react to the successor issue will
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be a key determinant to the successful installation of a successor, and ultimately the stability of the
DPRK.
DPRK ELITES. North Korea's elites face a paranoid, schizophrenic existence. This is not to suggest
that KCI, or other DPRK elites, suffer from mental disease. Though it is not unreasonable to believe
that like people everywhere, even leaders, that some North Korean leaders suffer from mental
illness. Rather, elites in the DPRK have much to loose in the event of political change and
corresponding to the stakes are at best anxious and likely paranoid about maintaining their
positions. The only person who is secure in his position in the current regime is Kim Chong-il.
Chang Song-taek is married to Kim Chong-il's younger sister Kim Kyong-hui. Until 2003, Chang was
considered the second most powerful man in the DPRK, and held the title of first deputy director of
the Organization and Guidance Department. In 2003 KCI had Chang arrested. No one is certain as to
the reasons for Chang's fall from power, but speculation exists that Chang had been too overt in his
support of Kim Chong-il's oldest son, Kim Chong-nam, in the race for succession. Even though Chang
has been rehabilitated and returned to a position of power, his situation shows that no member of
the DPRK elite is secure. The security apparatus is ever present and mistakes often lead to a
concentration camp or death.
North Korea's elites face incredible challenges and pressure. They must at once protect their own
interests and also take actions that preserve the regime, which is the source of their relatively
privileged existence. These two goals are often at odds, and may even be mutually exclusive. North
Korean elites must apply the filter of Juche ideology to their actions and/or be prepared to explain or
justify actions in ideological terms.
Elites in the DPRK share in common with elites everywhere a calculating nature and wish to position
themselves and their allies to survive and prosper in the future. For this reason, it is imperative for
elites in the DPRK to analyze the succession issue, and conduct their affairs so as to maintain favor
with KCI, but also be at the vanguard of a successor's regime.
Some elites may reach the conclusion that Kim Chong-il's successor has little chance of
consolidating power. Such a determination requires not only confidence in predicting who KCI will
choose, but also mandates determining who will be powerful enough to supplant the successor.
Following is the even trickier task of currying favor with KCI, the individual they believe KCI will
choose to succeed him, and the individual who they believe will actually take power.
At the top of the elite and the pinnacle of the succession issue is Kim Chong-il. Almost all of the
analysis of the succession issue assumes that Kim will choose a successor and that it will be one of
his sons. However, Kim has surprised us in the past and will likely do so again. Before moving on to
consider a range of options available to KCI in terms of choosing a successor, it would help to more
specifically consider the context and circumstances of Kim Chong-il.
KIM'S CONTEXT AND CIRCUMSTANCES. Even though we are not really able to understand how
KCI views the world, we can roughly understand the context and circumstances in which KCI exists.
Kim presides over a failed, if not collapsed, state. While North Korea's military remains intact, it is
not the existential threat to South Korea that it once was. Kim's security services are effective,
perhaps too effective. Kim must have multiple security services, not to produce the best intelligence
or efficiently secure the state, but to watch one another.
China, North Korea's one remaining ally of any significance, supports the DPRK for negative
reasons. China doesn't want to deal with the humanitarian consequences of a complete DRPK
collapse. KCI and other DPRK elites must consider that China has significant potential to play an
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active role in the DPRK's succession dilemma, and has ample motive to do so. Still, China is unlikely
to be overt and direct in the application of its influence, knowing that doing so could prompt a
backlash. However, China can indirectly bring its influence to bear on who KCI chooses as successor
by providing access to resources and senior Chinese leaders to select North Korean elites. It is also
likely not lost on DPRK elites that China has the capability to more directly intervene in North
Korean politics should its vital interests be threatened.
South Korea is in much the same position as China in that it does not wish to deal with the
humanitarian consequences of a complete DPRK collapse. However, South Korea has a significant
financial stake and also a much more "personal" stake in the DPRK's future. Collapse or violent
military spasm on the part of the DPRK will be hugely costly to the South both in financial and
human terms. Due to North Korea's desperate situation, one cannot rule out that the DPRK could
lash out, but truly North Korea's only effective remaining leverage is the gun it holds to its own head
(collapse) and the nuclear tipped missiles it claims to point elsewhere.
Although other countries disagree with US policy toward the DPRK, this does not mean they support
the DPRK. Unfortunately for Kim, Japan, the one country that is most able to help the DPRK in the
short term with cash and resources, is not inclined to do so for a variety of reasons, including the
DPRK nuclear and missile threat to Japan, DPRK international criminal activity, and past DPRK
abductions of Japanese citizens. About the only thing that may motivate Japan to reconsider its
stance is the prospect of normalizing relations in the near-term to pay out its World War II
reparations prior to a collapse of the DPRK to avoid potentially more responsibility in the event of a
collapse and absorption of the North by the South.
KCI likely understands the Chinese, Japanese and South Korean perspective. Thus KCI likely
appreciates not only the dire domestic straights of the DPRK, but also its grim international position.
NOT HIS FATHERS SON. Though Kim Il-sung (KIS) is not the man that DPRK propaganda portrays
him to be, and though he is guilty of horrible crimes against humanity, Kim Il-sung did fight the
Japanese and suffered in doing so. Through cunning and calculation, as well as brutality, KIS led the
DPRK into existence. For much of the first half of its existence, the north outperformed the south.
After the Korean War, life improved for many North Koreans under KIS and there was relative peace
and the possibility of future prosperity. Still in spite of his power and the genuine love and respect of
many in the DPRK, Kim Il-sung spent the better part of 20 years preparing to transfer power to KCI.
Kim Chong-il lacks the credibility and stature of his father. KCI never served in the military, much
less fight in a war. Though he has displayed cunning and brutality, he did not overcome challenges
on par with those faced by his father. Instead, whether it was completely his fault or not, since KCI
assumed power in 1994, the DPRK has suffered military decline, economic failure, famine, and even
in at least one case, organized resistance from the segment of society it most relies on, the military.
KCI faces significant challenges with respect not only to the succession issue, but generally with
respect to running the DPRK. Conventional analysis assesses that KCI will choose a successor and
that he will choose his second son Kim Chong-ch'ol. There is nothing that starkly contradicts the
conventional wisdom, however, there is nothing that boldly confirms it either.
CONVENTIONAL WISDOM. There are three acknowledged sons of Kim Chong-il. In order from
oldest to youngest, KCI's sons are Kim Chong-nam, Kim Chong-Ch'ol, and Kim Chong-un. The
conventional wisdom holds that KCI will opt for one of his sons to succeed him, probably Kim Chongch'ol (KCC).
Until embarrassing his father in 2001 by being arrested in an attempt to visit Tokyo Disneyland, KCI
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appeared to favor Kim Chong-nam, even though there were few outward signs that a formal
succession process had begun. Kim Chong-un is not considered a serious contender, if for no other
reason than his age and the presence of two older brothers.
In the past year or so Kim Chong-ch'ol (KCC) has emerged as the front-runner. Indicators include
Workers Party of Korea Central Committee Secretariat Instruction No. 0101 (Reported in South
Korean Weekly Chosun magazine March 2006). According to this instruction, Kim Chong-ch'ol is the
party's nerve center.
There are several reports, conflicting in detail, but consistent in stating that KCC occupied a formal
government position and that he has advanced to a more senior position. Pins and portraits of KCC
have appeared, and the KWP has issued instructions on their wear and display. Additionally, some of
KCC's associates accompanied KCI on trip to China to observe economic development, and KCC
himself has been in Europe on official business.
Even if KCI has resolved to anoint KCC as successor, that is not a guarantee that the succession
itself will go smoothly or that KCC will be able to consolidate power. Many segments of the power
elite will view KCC as weak. So long as Kim Chong-il remains a force to be reckoned with, opposition
to KCC as successor would be controllable. However, as Kim becomes infirm or dies, challenges to
KCC will mount. This will force KCC to share power or do the bidding of factions whose support he
requires, presumably the security services or military.
Knowing that KCC may or will not be able to go it alone, KCI may opt to install KCC as ruler of the
DPRK, but only as a front man for others who will actually wield power. There may be liberal
elements of the power elite who favor Chinese like reform. Should they support KCC, they might be
able to begin reviving the DPRK, particularly if they are willing to take steps to gain legitimacy in
the international community. On the other hand, factions of the DPRK elite pessimistic about their
status in a reformed DPRK, concerned that KCC is too weak to control factions hostile to them, or
critical as to KCC's ability to control the country as could seek to overthrow KCC or force him to
keep the DPRK on its present course.
There are other move Machiavellian possibilities. KCI may be using KCC to flush out dissent, in
effect using KCC as a lightening rod. Due to Kim's advancing age, questionable health, and the poor
condition of the DPRK, many elites are likely questioning their future prospects in terms of not only
prosperity, but also basic stability and even survival. At some point, for example if KCI should
become infirm or seriously ill, the concerns of the DPRK elite could reach a tipping point. It would be
prudent to flush out the most disaffected among the North Korean elite now, rather than later. To
this end KCC could serve as a useful target and distraction.
ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS. KCI in his switch from Kim Chong-nam to Kim Chong-ch'ol demonstrated
that he is flexible with respect to his choice of successor and has not taken any irreversible steps in
designating KCC as successor. However, this will be the 2nd succession in the DPRK and thus there
is little ground to talk about patterns or precedent. Conventional wisdom has often not held when
analyzing the DPRK, making alternative analysis imperative.
It is important to remember that Kim Il-sung (KIS) spent 20 years preparing for KCI to assume
power, and still upon Kim Il-sung's sudden death in 1994 it took several more years for KCI to
consolidate power. Between KCI's health and the challenges faced by the DPRK it is not at all certain
that KCI has 20 years to lay the foundation for one of his sons to assume power, assuming that this is
what KCI actually intends and that it is possible to accomplish another hereditary transfer of power.
If not Kim Chong-Ch'ol then who? What other options are there for KCI? Is the choice entirely Kim
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Chong-il's to make? KCI lacks the stature of Kim Il-sung and the DPRK faces significant challenges.
Even Kim Il-sung faced resistance in installing his son as ruler. KCI will face challenges greater than
those faced by his father, and from a weaker position in terms of his credentials, the current
situation in the DPRK, and his very legitimacy.
North Korean society is still rooted in Confucian values, even though those values are distorted by
North Korea's ideology (Juche). Thus other Kim family members warrant consideration, including
Kim Chong-il's daughter Kim Sol-song, his half brother Kim P'yong-il, and Chang Song-t'aek or
Chang's children.
Kim Sol-song is Kim Chong-il's daughter by Kim Yong-suk (Kim Chong-il's official wife and the only
one recognized by Kim Il-sung). There are reports that she currently handles important aspects of
her father's life, including his personal security. Even if not succeeding KCI she could act in a
powerful supporting role, even key decision making role, to Kim Chong-ch'ol, or other successor.
Kim P'yong-il is KCI's half brother. By some accounts, Kim P'yong-il is everything that KCI is not.
P'yong-il was an active duty military officer that had genuine respect from many in the military. It is
not entirely clear how KCI edged him out as successor, but it is conceivable that Kim Il-sung favored
KCI, viewing P'yong-il as a threat. It is also likely that P'yong-il is not ruthless enough to rule the
DPRK. Since 1988 P'yong-il has served in a series of ambassadorships, primarily in Europe.
Bearing in mind the North Koreans mindset, P'yong-il would make a good transitional figure. He
carries the Kim name, and perhaps continuity with Kim Il-sung's interrupted dreams for the DPRK.
While he would certainly face opposition from segments of the elite, P'yong-il has a huge advantage
in that he would likely garner the support of the military. There is a good chance based on his
personal background that P'yong-il would change the course of the country. Of course KCI won't
choose P'yong-il, but in the event that Kim fails to entrench a successor, waits too long, or simply
does not choose, P'yong-il becomes viable for segments of the elite concerned about their future
status.
Chang Song-t'aek is married to Kim Chong-il's sister Kim Kyong-hui and has powerful family ties to
the military. Though recently purged and rehabilitated, Chang has been and is now again a powerful
player in the DPRK. Even if he is unlikely to succeed KCI, Chang can still influence the succession
issue. KCI might have purged Chang due to Chang's view on the succession issue, but a rehabilitated
Chang will likely not have changed his mind on the subject, but now knows to be more careful.
Chang's children carry as much of Kim Il-sung's blood as the children of KCI. There are not presently
any signs that Chang's children are under consideration, at least as far as KCI is concerned.
However, they are out there and should KCI loose control over the process, or should other
alternative scenarios play out, Chang's children are viable alternates, particularly as a figure head
for a king maker.
BEYOND FAMILY. There are other forces beside Confucianism at work in the DPRK, thus requiring
consideration of other succession scenarios including king maker/power sharing, alternate
successors, and even that Kim may have no intention of choosing a successor.
Realizing that any one individual is not likely to be powerful enough to rule, KCI may intend to set
up a kingmaker(s) to support his successor. KCI may even prefer that his successor require behind
the scenes support. If his chosen successor will be too weak to supplant him, KCI can be confident
that he can continue to exercise power out front or behind the scenes until his death. Further, KCI
could co-opt some of the most effective challengers to his successor and reward them for present
good deeds, helping to ensure loyalty.
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It is conventional wisdom that KCI desires to anoint one of his sons, or at least a relative, as the next
leader of the DPRK. What if he doesn't? There are scenarios where it is not beneficial to KCI to see
one of his blood relatives assume power.
KCI is almost certainly aware that his sons might not be competent enough or ruthless enough to
run the DPRK. Even if KCI is still alive and active, he may be unable to stave off his opponents once
a successor is appointed or operating. This could have dire consequences for KCI.
History weighs heavily on the minds of dictators, and the fate of other dictators, such as Romanian
leader Ceausescu or Cambodia's Pol Pot likely weigh on Kim's mind. KCI could seek a successor with
the requisite competence to ensure that he doesn't meet a similar fate. This may lead Kim to choose
someone other than his sons. Such a choice, though not comporting well with Confucian values,
might ultimately serve KCI well.
Moving further along the spectrum of alternative analysis, what if the most prudent move for KCI is
to not name a successor at all. The mere act of naming a successor creates a focal point for
opposition. Ironically, at the same time, naming a successor could also set of infighting to curry
favor with the chosen successor at Kim's expense drawing from Kim's power base. Those patient and
shrewd enough could hold fast making a power play at a point in time where KCI is weakening, but
the successor is not strong enough to consolidate power.
Alternative power bases might not matter if the successor is not competent enough to consolidate
power. The weakened state of the DPRK and Kim's lack of legitimacy compared to his father could
lead Kim to plan to die in office or abdicate at some point to avoid empowering and facing potential
adversaries while still in office; something which could lead to his own demise.
One final possibility deserves consideration. KCI could die suddenly as did his father. For the US and
the DPRK's neighbors, the key concerns remain the same and center on DPRK WMD and the
possibility of extreme instability that could result in outward military spasms or complete collapse.
Under a sudden death scenario, whatever steps had been made toward anointing a successor may
not matter. Opponents to KCI's choice may likewise be neutralized. It could all boil down to which of
the key players learns of KCI's death first, and whether or not they can control the news, acting
quickly to capitalize on their first mover's advantage. A particularly ruthless individual could quickly
act against the key players most threatening to them, changing the whole power dynamic,
regardless of whether they are ultimately successful in assuming power. It is difficult to analyze
what KCI might do in terms of a deliberate succession process. It is close to impossible to analyze
how a sudden death scenario would play out.
The recent nuclear tests serve to highlight the importance of the succession issue to the US and the
DPRK's neighbors. While external reasoning may have lead KCI to test a nuclear device, it is more
likely that internal considerations are driving decisions not only on WMD development, but also on
the issue of leadership succession in the DPRK. It is even possible that KCI conducted the nuclear
test to shore up his legitimacy by doing something his father never managed to accomplish. Possibly
due to concerns over succession or just internal dynamics, KCI may also have conducted the tests to
strengthen his domestic powerbase and position with the military.
No matter what KCI decides in terms of succession, the consequences could include a twenty
something year old leader with nuclear weapons or a collapsed state ultimately resulting in a reunified nuclear Korea. Regardless of how the succession issue plays out, Korea will continue to be
integral to US and East Asian security and prosperity.
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III. Nautilus invites your responses
The Northeast Asia Peace and Security Network invites your responses to this essay. Please send
responses to: napsnet-reply@nautilus.org . Responses will be considered for redistribution to the
network only if they include the author's name, affiliation, and explicit consent.
Produced by The Nautilus Institute for Security and Sustainable Development
Northeast Asia Peace and Security Project ( napsnet-reply@nautilus.org )
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